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Background: Rationale

■ CBS offers a helpful approach to 

understanding flexibility as a tool for 

improving personal effectiveness 

and wellbeing

■ CBS might offer a potentially helpful 

approach to developing our 

understanding of flexibility as a tool 

for improving effectiveness and 

wellbeing at larger scale

■ Organisational flexibility is needed for 

organisations to be effective, over the 

short and long term, but:

– Lack of cohesion around theory and 

practice

– Lack of recognition of psychological 

experiences

■ CBS might offer a more theoretically 

and practically coherent understanding 

of organisational flexibility for  

improving organisational and individual 

effectiveness and wellbeing



Contextual Behavioural Science (CBS)

■ Identifying variables that not only predict human development and wellbeing, but 

which can also be influenced as tools for improving behaviour

– Changing behaviour, not just explaining it

– Thus, in organisations, we would want to seek to identify, develop and examine 

characteristics in the organisational context that we can influence, to improve 

organisational effectiveness and wellbeing

■ Effective Behaviour

– Workability towards goals, in relation to the context



Flexibility

Psychological Flexibility

A person’s ability to be consciously aware of the 

current situation and, based on the opportunities 

that are available to them in the situation, their 

ability to take action that is appropriate for 

pursuing their values

Organisational Flexibility

An organisation’s ability to be aware of and open to 

noticing the features of its environment and, based on 

the opportunities available in the situation, its ability 

to take action that is appropriate for pursuing what it 

aspires to achieve 

■ Influencing psychological flexibility

– Increasing individuals’ skills in connecting 
with their aspirational aims

– Increasing individuals’ skills in noticing 
opportunities within their context and 
situation 

■ Influencing organisational flexibility

– Increasing the organisation’s connection with 
its aspirational aims

– Increasing the organisation’s ability to notice 
opportunities within its environment and 
situation, for pursuing those aims



Organisational Behaviour (OB)

■ A field of study that investigates the impact that individual, group and organisational 

characteristics have on organisational effectiveness (including the effectiveness and 

health of the individuals working within them)

■ Bond identified and selected well-established, existing constructs, strategies and 

techniques that OB research has indicated: 

– as focused on prediction-and-influence

– we can use to predict-and-influence levers for producing flexibility in organisations, and, 

hence, effectiveness 

– support the psychological experiences of people working within the organisations, as 

they seek opportunities for pursuing organisational aims



Bond’s Model of Organisational Flexibility
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Measuring Organisational Flexibility

■ Organisational flexibility as a single holistic behaviour (i.e. not six) - single dimension

■ Organisational flexibility as a property of the organisation (i.e. org as referent) 

■ Measured based on individuals’ perceptions of their organisation’s flexibility, 

aggregated as shared perceptions of organisational flexibility

■ Aggregation justification based on:

– Consensus within organisations

– Variance between organisations

■ Multilevel analysis, due to clustered (i.e. non-independent) data



Empirical Studies

■ Study I: Item Generation & Exploratory Factor Analysis

■ Study II: Multilevel Confirmatory Factor Analysis

■ Study III: Validity

– Construct Validity

– Criterion-related & Incremental Validity



Study I: Scale Development & Exploratory Factor Analysis

■ Item generation

– 33 items reflecting combinations of characteristics

■ Sample

– Individual-level sample: 303 independent workers

■ Exploratory factor analysis (EFA)

– One clearly dominant factor

– Items reviewed and low performers removed

– Reliable, 7-item scale



Scale: Individual Perceptions of Organisational Flexibility



Study II: CFA

■ Sample

– Two samples: 331 employees, from 31 organisations

– Formal and informal sampling approaches, organisations from 1 to 380,000 employees

■ Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)

– Individual-level only

– Three competing multilevel models: 

■ Proposed Organisational Flexibility Scale (OFS)

■ Independence

■ Saturated



Individual-level only model

■ Q: With this new sample, do the individual-level observations still reflect (i.e. confirm) 

a single individual-level factor within organisations?



The Competing Models

■ Proposed OFS model

■ Independence model

■ Saturated model

■ Q1: do the data support the aggregation of observations (based on intraclass correlations)?

■ Q2: do the aggregated observations reflect a single factor, too?



The Competing Models

■ Proposed OFS model

■ Independence model

■ Saturated model

■ Q: would the model a better fit if the 

aggregated observations were 

independent of each other, rather 

than reflecting a single factor?



The Competing Models

■ Proposed OFS model

■ Independence model

■ Saturated model

■ If we specified all the relationships 

between the aggregated observations, 

we’d be showing an ‘ideal’ model. But it’s 

overly complex for statistical processing

■ Q: Is the proposed model sufficiently 

similar?



Study II: CFA Results
■ Model fit:

■ Model 4 is a significantly better fit than the independence model and not significantly different to the 
saturated model 

■ Reliability: Cronbach’s α = .89

■ Intraclass correlation (ICC) = 28%

ICCs

> 0% some organisational effect

> 10% low 

> 20% moderate

> 30% as high 
(Lee, 2000; Robson & Pevalin, 2015, Kreft & de Leeuw, 1998).



Study III: Construct Validity

Correlations

• Small r >= .10 

• Moderate r >=.30

• Large r >=.50 (Cohen, 

1988); 



Study III: Discriminant Validity

■ Three sets of competing models with Organisational Learning (and its dimensions): 

– Independence model

– Equal Factors model 

– Single Factor model



Study III: Discriminant Validity

■ Model 1: Independence model

■ Model 2: Equal Factors model

■ Model 3: Single Factor model

■ Q: Would it be a good model fit if we 

reflected the OFS factor structure as 

being independent of each of the 

organisational learning factors?



Study III: Discriminant Validity

■ Model 1: Independence model

■ Model 2: Equal Factors model

■ Model 3: Single Factor model

■ Q: Would it be a better model fit if 

we reflected the OFS as being the 

same as each of organisational 

learning factors?



Study III: Discriminant Validity

■ Model 1: Independence model

■ Model 2: Equal Factors model

■ Model 3: Single Factor model

■ Q: Would it be a better fit if we 

reflect the OFS items as being part 

of the organisational learning 

factors?



Study III: Discriminant Validity Results



Study III: Criterion-Related and Incremental Validity 
among individuals within Organisations

Job Satisfaction

Work Motivation

Mental Health
Individual Perceptions of

Organisational Flexibility

Psychological Flexibility

Measures

Psychological Flexibility - WAAQ (Bond et al., 2013)

Mental Health – GHQ12 (Goldberg, 1978)

Work Motivation – Intrinsic Work Motivation (Warr, Cook and Wall, 1979)

Job Satisfaction – Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman & Oldham, 1975)



Study III: Criterion-Related and Incremental Validity 
among individuals within Organisations Results
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Study III: Criterion-Related and Incremental Validity 
within and between Organisations

Measures

Organisational Learning – Learning Orientation (Sinkula et al., 1997)

Work Motivation – Intrinsic Work Motivation (Warr, Cook and Wall, 1979)

Job Satisfaction – Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman & Oldham, 1975)

Organisational Performance (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004)



Study III: Criterion-Related and Incremental Validity 
within and between Organisations Results



Implications, limitations, future
■ Implications

– Individual AND shared perceptions of organisational flexibility as predictors of individual and organisational 

effectiveness and wellbeing

– The Organisational Flexibility Scale (OFS) offers a measure of organisational flexibility as a tool to help CBS and 

organisational researchers and practitioners

■ Limitations

– Sample size and range – acceptable but need for deeper and broader 

– Construct validity measures – limited range of robust organisational-level constructs

■ Future

– Prediction-and-influence – utility of the measure in interventions

– Practical application – development of protocols

– Prediction: further validity studies for greater precision, scope and depth

■ Precision: opportunities for assessing the OFS in relation to new Prosocial measures

■ Scope: opportunities for assessing broader range of organisations and specific contextual needs

■ Depth: opportunities for assessing coherence with other domains e.g. evolutionary science and economics


